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Abstract
The visual environment GENGED supports the visual de*nition of visual languages (VLs). Each
VL is de*ned by an alphabet and a grammar. From a speci*c VL-de*nition, a VL-speci*cation is
generated which is the input of a graphical editor allowing for syntax-directed editing of diagrams
over the speci*ed VL. GENGED as well as each VL is based on the well-de*ned concepts of
algebraic graph transformation and graphical constraint solving. The underlying formalism is
hidden from the user, but it is essential for a formal presentation and manipulation of graphical
structures. In this contribution, the GENGED concepts and environment are brie4y proposed and
illustrated by the de*nition of a simple kind of the well-known statechart language. c© 2002
Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Visual languages (VLs) are used within lots of application areas: teaching children
and adults, programming for non-programmers, adaptation of standard software to indi-
vidual requirements, development of graphical user interfaces, etc. VLs are also used for
software development, especially for the analysis and design of software systems. Well-
known examples of visual modeling and speci*cation languages can be found, for
example, by the uni*ed modeling language (UML) [30], automata and Petri nets.
All the tasks (programming, modeling, etc.) are mostly supported by visual environ-
ments but it depends on the purpose of the environment which functionality it o>ers
[34]. Basically, visual environments comprise graphical editor(s) for diagram editing.
Such diagrams correspond to a speci*c VL where the visual means of expressions are
tightly integrated in the editors [8].
In general, the development of VL-speci*c graphical editors is time-intensive and
thus, expensive. Whenever the visual means of a VL will be changed (as it is done by
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Fig. 1. Hierarchical composition (a) and parallel composition (b) of statecharts.
the UML, a successor to the modeling languages found in the Booch, OOSE=Jacobson,
OMT and other methods [36]) or adapted to a certain application domain, a par-
tial re-implementation will be necessary which is also time-intensive and expensive.
This has been the main motivation for the development of the GENGED approach
which is already implemented [2]. The GENGED environment supports the visual def-
inition of VLs and generates VL-speci*cations. A VL-speci*cation is the input of a
graphical editor allowing for syntax-directed editing of diagrams over the language
speci*ed.
Similar to formal textual languages, a VL is speci*ed by a (visual) alphabet and a
(visual) grammar. In general, visual statements are diFcult to describe textually be-
cause of their graphical structure. On the other hand, visual descriptions are mostly not
suFcient to de*ne all necessities [32]. We show that GENGED supports the convenient
de*nition of VLs which is 4exible enough concerning the graphical layout. Moreover,
in order to support the de*nition of a broad variety of VLs, the grammars are not
restricted to be context-free.
Each VL is based on the well-de*ned concepts of algebraic graph transformations
for the logical level of a VL, called abstract syntax, and graphical constraint solving
for the layout, called concrete syntax. Both syntactical levels together establish the
visual syntax. An alphabet is represented by a type graph and a constraint-satisfaction
problem, and a grammar by a graph grammar together with constraint-satisfaction prob-
lems for each alphabet instance (diagram) occurring in a grammar. All diagrams are
represented by attributed graphs typed over the alphabet.
The GENGED concepts and the environment are introduced in this contribution, and
illustrated by the de*nition of a simple kind of the well-known statechart language
as it has been originally introduced by Harel [22]: statecharts are automata which are
extended by concepts for hierarchical and parallel (state) composition. A hierarchical
composition expresses the composition of several states (sub-states) to one state (super-
state). A parallel composition models the combination of several sub-states to one
super-state by conjunction. Two examples concerning these extensions are shown in
Fig. 1. Diagram (a) presents a hierarchical composition of a state called V. Diagram (b)
shows a parallel composition of a state called Y.
This article is structured as follows: we start with an informal review of the basic
notions in Section 2. In Section 3 we give a survey on the GENGED concepts and
the environment. The concepts are applied to our statechart language in Section 4. In
Section 5 we discuss some related work, and in Section 6 we draw conclusions and
sketch some extensions.
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2. Graph transformation and constraint-satisfaction problems: basic concepts
Graphs play an important role in many areas of computer science. They are espe-
cially helpful in analysis and design of software applications, like database systems
or distributed systems. Prominent representatives for graph-like notations are entity re-
lationship diagrams, message sequence charts, Petri nets, automata and all kinds of
UML diagrams. Like graphs, also the constraint-satisfaction approach has been used in
a variety of situations. For example, constraints are used for the interactive description
of geometrical *gures in [35], so as in [7] where additionally simulation is supported,
or for building user interfaces [29].
In GENGED, attributed graphs are used as internal representation model of diagrams
like the two statecharts in Fig. 1, and graph transformation as well as graphical con-
straint solving is used for the transformation of diagrams.
2.1. Graph transformation
First, we will recall the concept of a typed graph [11,24]: usually a graph is given
by two disjoint sets (graph objects), namely nodes (in the following visualized as
rectangles) and directed arcs (visualized as arrows) from a source node to a target
node. Every graph object is typed over a type graph. Moreover, graph objects may be
labeled by attributes that are used to store data together with the graph objects [25]. An
attribute will be denoted by a node (visualized as rounded rectangle), and an attribute
arc connecting the attribute node with its attribute type (a set) in the case of type
graphs. In the instance graphs this attribute arc will connect an attribute node with the
current value of that attribute.
Note that we allow as attribute types abstract data types, that is, we consider not only
sets of types, but also operations on these types according to the algebraic speci*cation
formalism introduced in [18]. In particular, the use of abstract data types allows us to
use variables and terms as attributes (by choosing a term algebra as attribute algebra).
Moreover, in [2] an alphabet is represented by an algebraic graph structure signature
(which is an algebraic signature with unary operation symbols only), and a grammar is
represented by an algebraic graph structure grammar. This kind of formalism is more
general than typed graphs and o>ers more 4exibility [24], however, the concepts of
typed graphs are better known. Hence, we present the concepts of typed graphs, espe-
cially for those readers who are not familiar with the algebraic speci*cation formalism.
As a result, a type graph poses some requirements on the instances. These requirements
are explained in the following example.
Fig. 2(a) illustrates an attributed graph that is typed over the type graph shown
in (b). The graph in (a) represents two named states (attributed nodes 1:State and
2:State), both states are related (by arcs called in) to a statechart (node 1:Statechart).
The state names are represented by the attribute nodes 1:SN, 2:SN (SN stands for
State Name) and the attribution arcs SN-attr (short for state name attribute) holding
the current values S and U, respectively. The arcs called stn connect the state names
with the corresponding states.
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Fig. 2. An attributed graph (a) typed over the type graph (b).
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Fig. 3. A graph morphism between attributed graphs.
The type graph shown in Fig. 2(b) speci*es a small part of the statechart language,
i.e., the type graph poses the following requirements on the possible instances: A
Transition node can be inserted if at least one State node is available in the instance
graph such that the arcs from and to are de*ned. This is due to the fact that in
instance graphs the graph part must be total whereas the attribute part may be partial.
Furthermore, State nodes must be always connected to a Statechart node by an in
arc. In no instance graph a Transition node can be connected to a Statechart node
because such a situation is not present in the type graph. Note that Transition nodes
must be attributed by the attribute node TN (short for Transition Name), similar to
the State node attribution described above, because in instance graphs the attribution
is required to be total.
A relationship between two graphs G and H can be expressed by a graph morphism
that maps the nodes and arcs of graph G to nodes and arcs of graph H , respectively.
The graph objects in G are called origins and in H images. The mappings have to be
type compatible (nodes and arcs are mapped to nodes and arcs of the same type) and
structure compatible (the source=target node of an arc is mapped to the source=target
node of the arc’s image). The attribute values also have to coincide. A graph morphism
g between graphs G and H is denoted by g :G→H (or simply G g→H). Note that
sometimes not all graph objects are mapped; we call such morphisms partial whereas
morphisms that map all objects in the origin are called total. Fig. 3 shows a (total)
graph morphism between attributed graphs by equally named graph objects.
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Fig. 4. Application of a rule.
Graph transformation de*nes a rule-based manipulation of graphs.1 Graph rules can
be used to capture the dynamic aspects of systems. The resulting notion of a graph
grammar (consisting of a start graph and a set of graph rules) generalizes Chomsky
grammars from strings to graphs. The start graph represents the initial state of the
system, whereas the set of rules describes the possibles state changes that can occur
in the system. A rule comprises two graphs: the left-hand side L and the right-hand
side R, and a graph morphism r :L→R between graphs L and R. Graph objects in L
which do not have an image via r in R are deleted; graph objects in R without origin
in L are created, and graph objects in L which are mapped to R by r are preserved by
the rule.
The application of a rule to a graph G (derivation) requires a mapping from the rule’s
left-hand side L to this graph G. This mapping, called match, is a total graph morphism
m :L→G. A match marks the graph objects in the working graph that participate in
the rule application, namely, the graph objects in the image of m. The rule application
itself consists of three steps. First, the graph objects marked in the rule for deletion
are deleted. Thereafter, the new graph objects are appended to the graph. As a last
step, all dangling arcs are deleted from the graph. The graph transformation results
in a transformed graph H . Fig. 4 shows the application of the rule InsertTransition
modeling the insertion of a transition between two states where the arcs from and
to are inserted, too. We have indicated the rule morphism and the chosen match by
equally named graph objects.
Rules often use variables and terms as attributes. Using attributed graphs, the attribute
values or variables of the rule’s left-hand side have to match as well. An attribute
variable is bound to an attribute value in the mapped graph object by the match. In the
transformed graph, the attribute values are evaluated depending on the rule’s right-hand
side, and result in a constant value.
Variables or constant values of certain attribute types may extend rule names used as
rule morphisms. For example, the rule shown in Fig. 4 may model not only the insertion
of a transition but additionally the insertion of a transition name of type String. The
term InsertTransition (tn :String) with variable tn depicts the corresponding rule. In
the rule’s right-hand side a corresponding attribute and arc are inserted connecting the
1Here we follow the Algebraic Single-Pushout approach to graph grammars [17,25]. For an overview of
the main approaches see [31].
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transition node with its attribute. When a rule with rule parameter is applied to (a
working) graph G, the rule parameter is replaced by a concrete (user-de*ned) value.
We have seen that the left-hand side of a rule states the necessary conditions the
current graph must ful*ll so that the rule can be applied. Sometimes, the need arises
to express that something must not be in a working graph for a rule to be applicable.
We cannot express such a negative application condition (NAC) with the means we
already know. Therefore, we introduce another graph N to the rule holding the negative
conditions [21,23] just like the left-hand side graph L contains the positive ones. A
rule’s left-hand side can have a set of NACs that are graph morphisms from the rule’s
left-hand side to the NAC graph (L l→N ). Hence, the NAC graph contains graph objects
of L and additionally the forbidden graph pattern. The match m satis*es a NAC if there
is no graph morphism from the NAC graph N to the working graph G extending m, i.e.
there is no graph morphism n :N→G such that L l→N n→G = m. Informally speaking,
within an NAC you specify exactly that fraction of a matching situation that you do
not want to *nd.
Attribute conditions are logical expressions for data attributes. Such conditions may
occur in the left-hand sides of rules as well as in NACs if the attribute type o>ers
corresponding operations. Attribute conditions must be satis*ed by a match, too.
2.2. Constraint-satisfaction problems
A constraint is a declarative description of a boolean operation between one or more
constraint variables [14]. Each constraint variable has a certain domain; a value of this
domain can be assigned to the constraint variable. A constraint network results from
the combination of constraints which share constraint variables. A constraint network
can be acyclic or cyclic, as well as over- or under-speci*ed. In the literature one can
*nd several possibilities for the treatment of such cases. However, we do not focus on
these multiple constraint solving algorithms but expect that we always get one solution.
A solution of one constraint is given by concrete values for the corresponding
constraint variables. A solution satisfying all constraints in a constraint network is
called constraint satisfaction. For a given constraint network, a constraint-satisfaction
problem (CSP) is to *nd a value for each constraint variable of the network such that
all constraints are satis*ed.
A CSP is given, for example, by constraint variables line.length indicating the
length of a line, rectangle.width indicating the width of a rectangle, and constraints
line.length=5, rectangle.width¡line.length. The domain of the constraint variables
is given by natural numbers. We get four solutions, i.e., possible values for rectan-
gle.width, these are the values 1–4.
In graphical applications it is important that the solution of a CSP satis*es the ex-
pectations of a user. In [20] this requirement is treated in by the so-called Least
Astonishment Principle:2 for a given CSP, local constraint variables are modi*ed only
(according to that diagram part the user has changed), and furthermore, it is tried to
2Here we use the constraint solving algorithms and the corresponding constraint solver proposed in [20].
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Fig. 5. Least Astonishment Principle: original situation (a) and situation after moving state U (b).
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Fig. 6. Overview about the GENGED environment.
change few variables only. Fig. 5 illustrates the behavior according to this principle:
moving the state called U e>ects the dragging of the transition arrow; the position of
state S remains unchanged.
In GENGED, graphical constraints concern positions and sizes of graphics. The con-
straints can be de*ned by equations but also by in-equations. Such in-equations o>er
4exible means to ful*ll common layout requirements.
3. Visual languages dened using GENGED
The de*nition of visual languages (VLs) using GENGED is completely based on
graph transformation and graphical constraint solving as brie4y introduced in the pre-
vious section (cf. [2] for more details). The power of graph transformation allows us
to de*ne context-sensitive VLs. A VL is de*ned by a visual alphabet and a visual
grammar yielding a VL-speci5cation. Given a VL-speci*cation, a VL is the set of all
VL-diagrams that can be derived by applying grammar rules to the start diagram. Note
that we distinguish the abstract syntax (the logical part) and the concrete syntax (the
layout) for VL-speci*cations and diagrams.
According to the constituents of a VL-speci*cation, the GENGED environment as
sketched in Fig. 6 comprises two major components: the Alphabet Editor and the
Grammar Editor for the visual de*nition of VLs. From the VL-de*nition using these
editors, a VL-speci*cation is generated which is the input of the Graphical Editor for
syntax-directed diagram drawing. This means that the language-speci*c editing com-
mands of the Graphical Editor are given by the grammar rules of the visual grammar.
Hence, not only a VL is speci*ed but the VL-speci*c Graphical Editor also. Note that
we distinguish two kinds of users, namely users de*ning a VL (language-designer),
and those who use a Graphical Editor.
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Fig. 7. A diagram typed over the alphabet shown in Fig. 8.
To assure the graphically correct drawing, all GENGED editors use the constraint
solver PARCON [20]. The transformation of diagrams via rule application in the Gram-
mar Editor and the Graphical Editor is done by the graph transformation system AGG
[19]. The GENGED environment is implemented in Java, so is the AGG system. The
PARCON constraint solver—implemented in C—is available for Linux and Solaris, thus
GENGED runs on these two platforms.
In the following we have a closer look to the GENGED approach: we start with a
brief introduction into the kind of diagram representation. Thereafter we discuss the
concepts of visual alphabets and visual grammars as well as rule application and show
how these concepts are realized by the GENGED environment.
3.1. Diagram representation
In general, a diagram consists of a set of symbol graphics that are spatially related.
We o>er graphical constraints for these spatial relationships, called link constraints.
Symbol graphics and link constraints concern the layout of diagrams, called concrete
syntax. The logical part of diagrams is called abstract syntax. Both together establish
the visual syntax which is represented by attributed graphs. Fig. 7 illustrates a diagram
whose abstract syntax is typed over the alphabet shown in Fig. 2(b).
Note that we distinguish di>erent kinds of attributes, these are attributes for structural
information and for layout purposes: the abstract syntax level of diagrams is represented
by attributed graphs as introduced in Section 2.1. Each node represents a symbol and
each arc represents a link. The visual syntax of diagrams extends the abstract syntax
by the concrete syntax: all symbol nodes of the abstract syntax level are attributed
by symbol graphics (visualized by dashed arrows in Fig. 7), and for each link arc
between two symbol nodes there is at least one link constraint de*ned between the
corresponding symbol graphics. All these constraints must be satis*ed when speaking
about diagrams.
3.1.1. Symbol graphics and link constraints
Symbol graphics occurring in diagrams can be bitmap graphics, primitive graphics
like rectangles, lines, etc., or graphics comprising several primitive graphics which are
grouped by graphical constraints, called symbol constraints. Moreover, a graphic can
be de*ned to be invisible, then it is called placeholder.3 The graphics belonging to
3Placeholders denote either logical symbols which do not have a layout or they denote (help) symbols
used to connect some other symbols visually.
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one symbol graphic are enclosed by a non-visible box. The positions (the upper left
points) of enclosed graphics are set relatively to the position of the outer box; this can
be hierarchically continued. We assume as drawing area the next layer where the box is
placed. The so-called box concept supports similar treatment of graphics independently
whether it is a symbol graphic, a drawing area or a diagram part.
As introduced in Section 2.2, graphical constraints are de*ned on constraint variables
having a certain domain. In GENGED, the constraint variables concern position and sizes
of graphics, i.e., the domains are given by [Real,Real] indicating a tuple of real values,
or Real. The latter one is used, e.g., for constraint variables de*ning the width or height
of a graphic.
In [2] it is shown how constraint variables are obtained from access operations avail-
able on graphics. For example, the upper left point of a graphic designates the graphic’s
position which is obtained by the operation .nw: Graphic→ [Real,Real] indicat-
ing the north-west point. In dependence of the abstract syntax of symbols like 1:State
or 1:Transition and corresponding concrete graphics like rectangle or arrow, the
access operations de*ne the unique constraint variables necessary to obtain
diagram-speci*c constraint-satisfaction problems (CSPs). For example, the variable
arrow 1:Transition.beg indicates the begin point of the transition arrow which denotes
the primitive graphic of a symbol called 1:Transition.
A diagram-speci*c CSP is derived from the CSP of the corresponding user-de*ned
alphabet in accordance to the graph objects (symbol nodes and link arcs) occurring in
the abstract syntax of the diagram. Usually, such a situation arises during transformation
of diagrams, i.e., when a grammar rule is applied to a given diagram.
3.2. Visual alphabets
A visual alphabet establishes a type system for symbols and links, i.e., it de*nes
the vocabulary of a VL. The abstract syntax of an alphabet is represented by exactly
such a type graph as introduced in Section 2.1. Note that in an alphabet, the symbol
and link types have to be unique as well as the link arcs have to be acyclic. The
concrete syntax is given by the abstract data type Graphic (according to [18]) used as
the graphical types of node attributes, and a CSP for the distinguished (user-de*ned)
symbol graphics and constraints. The CSP is obtained as follows: from each symbol
graphic and access operations available on graphics (cf. Section 3.1), unique constraint
variables are derived which form the basis for constraint de*nitions. Constraints must be
de*ned for each link (arc), however, constraints may be de*ned for grouping primitive
graphics used to build up one symbol graphic.
The visual syntax of an alphabet is a combination of the abstract and the concrete
syntax by attributing the symbol nodes with the data type Graphic, illustrated by dashed
arrows in Fig. 8 showing some symbols and links of the statechart vocabulary. Lexical
symbols indicate the major symbols, like the symbols State and Trans (transition).
Symbols like SN (state name) and TN (transition name) of type String denote the
attributes of lexical symbols. As for symbols, we distinguish attribution links, each
connecting a lexical symbol with its attribute symbol, and connection links between
lexical symbols.
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Fig. 8. Part of an alphabet for statecharts.
In Fig. 8, the (user-de*ned) symbol graphics are drawn below the data types
Graphic. From these symbol graphics unique constraint variables are obtained, like
rectangle State.nw, arrow Transition.beg, etc., forming the basis for graphical con-
straints. Symbol constraints are de*ned on the layout of the attribute symbol SN of
type String (TN of type String, respectively). These constraints are given by text size
(12 pt) and text font (Helvetica), whereas the term “SN” (“TN”) is used as a tex-
tual placeholder (indicating an attribute symbol in the Grammar Editor). The four link
constraints (according to the arcs beg, end, stn, trn) are illustrated by dotted lines
or—in order to clarify the order of variables in a tuple over which the constraints are
de*ned—by arrows. The two constraints for the connection links state that each tran-
sition arrow begins (ends) at the border of a state rectangle. The constraint incl forces
state names to be surrounded by state rectangles, and the constraint near expresses that
transition names should be placed near by transition arrows.
In an alphabet there is a sub-assignment for some constraint variables with values
taken from their domains. These sub-assignments concern the sizes and positions of
primitive graphics occurring in each symbol graphic given by a non-visible box. The
sizes of primitive graphics like that of the rounded rectangle used for the State sym-
bol in Fig. 8 are user-de*ned. The positions of primitive graphics are set relatively
to the position of the box. In the case of the State symbol, for example, the position
of the rectangle is set to [0,0] which is taken as the value (sub-assignment) of the
corresponding constraint variable rectangle State.nw indicating the position. The box
size is calculated from its sub-graphics. So we also have a sub-assignment for con-
straint variables indicating the box sizes. All these variables and values de*ning a CSP
of an alphabet are instantiated when building up diagrams as they occur already in
grammars.
The concepts mentioned so far are implemented as Alphabet Editor which is a
bundle of two sub-editors—the Symbol Editor and the Connection Editor. A snapshot
of the Symbol Editor is shown in Fig. 9. For each symbol the user gives a unique
symbol name (like Transition) due to the abstract syntax, and a symbol graphic (like
an arrow) and possibly some symbol constraints due to the concrete syntax. For the
de*nition of the symbol graphic, the Symbol Editor works similar to well-known vector
editors except that the grouping of symbols is handled as described in Section 3—
using constraints to connect the primitives in a symbol graphic. Primitives available
are lines, poly-lines, bezier curves, rectangles, ellipses, images (GIF=JPEG), text, non-
visible rectangles (graphical placeholders) and connection points needed for de*ning
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Fig. 9. The Alphabet Editor with activated Symbol Editor.
link constraints in the Connection Editor. The primitives’ properties like color, line
width or text properties can be edited, too.
Attribute symbols appear as independent graphical objects in the Symbol Editor.
From the constraint view they are just “boxes with something in it”. Each data type
is implemented by a unique Java class. Similar to a Java Bean, the data type class
has to provide methods for drawing the attributes and for changing the properties
(like text font, text size or, for a list of strings, the arrangement of text elements)
either interactively (using an editing dialog) or by calling a changing method. Other
methods can be used to build complex Java expressions which will be evaluated during
rule application. Currently implemented are the classes StringDT, StringListDT,
IntegerDT and FloatDT. Using the given interface for data type classes and the
existing implementations as templates, the designer of a VL may add own data type
classes.
A snapshot of the Connection Editor supporting the de*nition of links between sym-
bols is shown in Fig. 10. In order to de*ne a link, the user can select any two symbols
as source and target of the link due to the abstract syntax. A constraint dialog supports
the de*nition of link constraints due to the concrete syntax. Note that in the current
implementation, the link constraints can be de*ned on the primitives only and not on
the boxes denoting the symbol graphics. Such a box is just selected in the snapshot
of the Connection Editor; it is visible by the anchor points. The box belongs to the
symbol SC (denoting a statechart) whose layout is given by a graphical placeholder.
The Alphabet Editor generates a visual alphabet which is the basis to de*ne the
visual grammar of a speci*c VL. Before we introduce the Grammar Editor, we *rst
present the underlying concepts.
3.3. Visual grammars and rule application
A visual grammar is represented by a graph grammar: it consists of a start diagram
and a *nite set of rules. The start diagram, both sides of a rule and the NACs are
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Fig. 10. The Alphabet Editor with activated Connection Editor.
diagrams typed over a speci*c alphabet, as well as such diagrams which can be derived
by applying grammar rules. The latter ones are called VL-diagrams.
Grammar rules will be used as the editing commands of the intended VL-speci*c
Graphical Editor. These rules concern generating rules and updating rules as they are
needed for syntax-directed editing. Generating rules support the insertion of symbols
and links, whereas updating rules support their deletion and exchange. Beside pure
editing rules, it is also possible that grammar rules express comprehensive language
features as needed in the grammar for statecharts. For example, it is necessary to
prevent transitions between states which must not be connected like states that are in
di>erent sub-states of the same parallel state. Such conditions can be checked according
to the power of graph transformation.
The application of a rule to a diagram G is obtained via a match morphism on
the abstract syntax as explained in Section 2.1. The derivation of the abstract syntax
of diagram G yields the abstract syntax of diagram H which has to be extended by
its concrete syntax afterwards. The concrete syntax of H is obtained after deriving the
diagram-speci*c CSP from the CSP of the alphabet, and a solution. The diagram-speci*c
CSP is obtained as follows: for each graph object (abstract syntax of symbols and links)
occurring in the diagram H , the corresponding constraint variables are uniquely derived
from the CSP of the alphabet as well as the (symbol and link) constraints. For example,
in the alphabet we have a constraint variable called rectangle State.nw describing the
north-west corner of a rectangle for the node type State. An instance of this node
type may be denoted by 1:State such that the constraint variable rectangle 1:State.nw
is obtained which is typed over rectangle State.nw. In the same way we obtain the
constraints. For the resulting CSP we require a solution. The solution provides the values
(sizes and positions) necessary to obtain the symbol graphics, i.e., the (graphical) node
attributes.
Fig. 11 illustrates the application of a rule supporting the insertion of a transition
symbol between two state symbols. Note that this rule allows transitions between ar-
bitrary states, i.e., statecharts with hierarchical or parallel states are not regarded now.
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Fig. 11. Application of rule Insert Trans (d) to diagram G yields diagram H .
In the rule’s LHS the existence of two state symbols is required. These symbols are
preserved by the rule indicated by same names. In the rule’s RHS the symbol z:Trans
is inserted and linked to the two state symbols. The rule parameter tn: String indicating
a variable of type String denotes an attribute symbol which is additionally inserted in
the rule’s RHS and linked to the transition symbol. The rule is applied to diagram G;
the dotted arrows show the mappings of the match. According to the rule and match
morphisms and a solution for the diagram-CSP we obtain diagram H .
The de*nition of a visual grammar is supported by the Grammar Editor available in
the GENGED environment: *rst of all, the Grammar Editor gets an alphabet as input.
Then, so-called alphabet rules are generated from the alphabet that de*ne the editing
commands of the Grammar Editor. Note that the set of alphabet rules comprises rules
for the insertion and deletion of symbols. These rules re4ect already the structure of
the alphabet in the sense that each diagram occurring in a rule is represented by a
typed graph, and the requirement for de*ned link arcs is satis*ed. In the snapshot of
the Grammar Editor shown in Fig. 12 one can see the alphabet rule for the insertion
of a transition name in the upper part.
The lower part of the Grammar Editor denotes the working areas: here we build
the start diagram, and the LHS and RHS (or LHS and NACs, respectively) of a
VL-rule, add mappings between the two rule sides and edit the rule parameters. Since
the data attributes belong to Java classes, the attribute expressions are in fact Java
expressions which are evaluated to get an object of the corresponding data attribute
class. Applying a rule with rule parameter to a diagram in one of the working areas,
the user is *rst asked to de*ne the match morphism, i.e., to map the symbols of the
rule’s LHS to type-consistent symbols in the diagram. Then, the user has to give a
value (or a variable) for the parameter such that the expressions in the RHS can be
evaluated during transformation.
The *nal step is to export the set of VL-rules and the start diagram into a visual
language grammar.4 Then, the Graphical Editor takes this grammar and uses the gram-
mar rules to provide the language-speci*c editing commands. Note that in the current
implementation the Graphical Editor works similar to the Grammar Editor. Hence, we
omit a snapshot.
4The alphabet is added automatically, so in fact we export a VL-speci*cation.
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Fig. 12. The Grammar Editor.
So far, we have introduced the main concepts of GENGED and the implementation
realizing these concepts, we are now able to specify a speci*c visual language, namely
statecharts.
4. Dening statecharts using the GENGED concepts
Fig. 1 shows two statecharts which are diagrams of the statechart language we are
now going to specify. First, we give the alphabet and then the grammar. Thereafter, we
show how the statechart in Fig. 1(a) can be obtained by applying grammar rules. Note
that we omit some visual means of expressions like the possibility to mark a state as
an initial state or a *nal state, as well as we omit history connectors for the reason of
space limits. All these symbols are usually available in the original statechart language
well-known from [22,30] and can be captured by the GENGED concepts as well.
4.1. An alphabet for statecharts
We directly start with the presentation of the symbols used for our statechart lan-
guage; those are shown in Fig. 13. As before, the upper part denotes the abstract syntax
of symbols and the lower part the concrete syntax, i.e., the layout. As described in
the previous section, the symbol graphic for symbol State is de*ned by a rounded
rectangle, and that for symbol Trans (transition) by an arrow. Usually, the layout of
a parallel state is given by a rounded rectangle with a dashed line inside. In order
to obtain such a layout, we de*ne the layout of symbol Parallel by a non-visible
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HierarchyState Trans Parallel SC SN String TN String Level StringList
"TN", 12pt, Helv."SN", 12pt, Helv.
Attribute SymbolsLexical Symbols
Fig. 13. Symbols of the statechart language.
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Fig. 14. Links between the statechart symbols.
rectangle, i.e., by a graphical placeholder; we add the dashed line.5 A reason for this
kind of modeling is given by the fact that we do not distinguish terminal and non-
terminal symbols usually occurring in an alphabet; we consider terminal symbols only.
The layouts of symbols Hierarchy and SC (statechart) are de*ned by placeholders, too.
The attribute symbol Level of type StringList will be used as an internal attribute
(linked to the symbol SC) in order to hold the state names on higher levels of hierar-
chy. This attribute symbol will be used to express the insertion of allowed transitions
by a rule. As required, the symbol names are unique in this alphabet.
Fig. 14 illustrates how the symbols are linked. The type graph on the left illustrates
the abstract syntax of the alphabet. It is obvious that the link arcs are acyclic as
required. The other graphs give a survey on symbols linked with respect to the visual
syntax. Some of them are already introduced by Fig. 8, the others will be discussed
during the presentation of the rules.
The symbols and links introduced so far are a design decision, i.e. other modeling=
speci*cation possibilities are conceivable. For the development of the alphabet, we
started with the symbols well-known from statecharts. We proceeded by considering
also the allowed statechart expressions (de*nable by rules). Then we extended the set
of symbols by those with placeholders as layout and de*ned the corresponding links.
Have a look, for example, to the connection link in: State→SC and the attribution
link strl: Level→SC. On the instance level these links ensure that each state symbol
5In order to keep the example small, parallel states are modeled to hold two sub-statecharts only.
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is uniquely associated with a statechart at a certain level. This kind of expression will
be used for modeling the composition of statecharts by rules.
4.2. A grammar for statecharts
A grammar is given by a start diagram, and a set of rules de*ning the editing
commands of a Graphical Editor. Here we concentrate on the language-generating
rules, i.e., we do not present a fully speci*cation of a Graphical Editor for statecharts.
The start diagram of our grammar is shown in Fig. 15(a). It consists of a statechart
symbol which is linked to a level list initialized by  (the empty list). Note that in
this start diagram as well as in the following rules we omit the attribute nodes on the
abstract syntax level for illustrational reasons; the attribute values are directly appended
to the nodes representing lexical symbols.
The rule that allows us to insert a state symbol together with a state name is shown
in Fig. 15(b). In its left-hand side (LHS), the existence of a statechart symbol is re-
quired which is preserved by the rule. A state and state name symbol is inserted in the
rule’s right-hand side (RHS) where the state symbol is linked to the statechart symbol
according to the alphabet. The negative application condition (NAC) on the left makes
sure that the state name is not already in the statechart the rule is applied to.
The insertion of a parallel state is supported by the rule shown in Fig. 16. In its LHS,
the existence of a state symbol that is linked to a statechart is required. Both symbols
are preserved by the rule. Two further statechart symbols (z2,z3:SC) are inserted in
the rule’s RHS as well as a parallel symbol whose layout is de*ned by a non-visible
rectangle with the dashed line vertically arranged in the middle. According to the links
de*ned in the alphabet, one of the newly created statechart symbols is placed left to the
dashed line, the other one is placed right. Each level list of the statechart symbols z2:SC
and z3:SC inherits the level list l of the statechart symbol z1:SC which includes the
1:SC z:SC z:SCz:SCλ
(b)(a)
in
sn
NAC x’:State x:Statein
sn
sn sn RL
Insert_State (sn: String)
Fig. 15. Start diagram (a) and a rule for inserting a state symbol (b).
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y:Hierarchysuper sub
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rightleftis
snl l+sn+"left" l+sn+"right"
L
R
in
z1:SC x:State
sn
snl
Insert_ParallelComposition ()
Fig. 16. Rule for inserting a parallel composition.
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Fig. 17. Rule for inserting a hierarchical composition.
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RInsert_Transition (tn: String)
Fig. 18. Rule for inserting a transition between states on di>erent levels.
parallel state x:State. The name sn of this state symbol together with markings “left”
and “right” are added to the corresponding level lists of the two statechart symbols
z2,z3:SC. Note that these markings prohibit the insertion of transition symbols (and
corresponding links) between state symbols which will be linked to the left and right
statecharts. The NAC requires that the state symbol which gets a parallel state by the
rule must not be a super-state involved in a hierarchical composition.
The rule for inserting a hierarchical composition together with a state and state name
symbol is shown in Fig. 17. Again, a state symbol that is linked to a statechart symbol
is required by the rule’s LHS. These symbols are preserved by the rule. In the rule’s
RHS, a hierarchy symbol is inserted and linked according to the alphabet. The link
super denotes the preserved state symbol x1:State to be the super-state; the rectangle
of the super-state includes the placeholder of the hierarchy symbol. Link sub indicates
the sub-statechart of the hierarchy (zu:SC); the placeholders of the hierarchy and the
sub-statechart symbol overlap. The sub-statechart contains a new state symbol x2:State
whose name is given by the rule parameter. The state name s:SN belonging to state
x1:State which is going to be the super-state by the rule is added to the level list of
the sub-statechart zu:SC. As for the parallel state described above, the level list of the
statechart allows us to prevent the insertion of transitions between states that are in
di>erent statecharts, however, which belong to one parallel state. The NAC connected
to this rule makes sure that the intended super-state x1:State is not already a parallel
state.
Transitions between states can be inserted by the rule shown in Fig. 18. Like the
rules for the parallel and hierarchical composition (cf. Figs. 16 and 17), the level lists
of the sub-statecharts in the rule’s LHS hold the names of the states on the next higher
level. These lists are indicated by the variables al and bl. The statecharts and states
occurring in the LHS are preserved by the rule. A transition symbol is inserted in
the rule’s RHS and the transition name, given by the rule parameter, is linked to this
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1:SC1:SC 1:StateV 2:State T
1:SCλ
1:Stateinλ λ V
V V T
inin
Fig. 19. Two derivation steps starting at the start diagram.
transition symbol. Applying this rule, the attribute condition in the NAC (given by the
operation prefix de*ned over the data type StringList) checks whether the level lists
al and bl contain the same name of a parallel state. Exactly this is forbidden when the
rule is going to be applied because otherwise the transition would connect two states,
each in di>erent statecharts that are sub-statecharts of one parallel state.6
Up to now we have de*ned a small alphabet and the corresponding language-
generating rules only. These rules are not suFcient for syntax-directed diagram edit-
ing, i.e., some updating rules supporting, for example, the deletion of symbols are also
needed.
Usually, the movement of a symbol must not be de*ned by a grammar rule if the
abstract syntax is not taken into account. However, it is obvious that we need several
rules for the movement of state symbols, especially if they are involved in a hierarchical
or parallel composition. Such rules must express all the editing situations which may
occur during statechart editing. The diFculty arises to explain a user of the Graphical
Editor the meaning of di>erent rules supporting the movement of one state symbol. A
mechanism for the controlled application of repeating rules as available in the PROGRES
language and tool [33] would help. Moreover, the programmed graph transformation
approach of PROGRES provides means for de*ning path expressions as they are needed
to check whether the insertion of a transition is allowed. We used the attribute symbol
Level of type StringList with the prefix method for this purpose but the possibility
to use path expressions seems to be more convenient. As a result, we will improve
GENGED by such features in the future.
4.3. Sample derivation of a statechart
Now we will give a sample derivation of the statechart shown in Fig. 1(a) using
the grammar presented above. We begin with the grammar’s start diagram and the
insertion of two state symbols by applying the rule in Fig. 15(b) twice. Therefore, we
map symbol z1:SC of the rule’s LHS to symbol 1:SC in the start diagram and give the
state names V and T, respectively. The derivation result is shown in Fig. 19.
We now insert a hierarchy symbol, i.e., we apply the rule in Fig. 17. For the rule
application we map z1:SC to 1:SC and x1:State to 1:State, i.e. the symbol 1:State with
state name V becomes the super-state; we give the state name S according to the rule
parameter. Note that by this rule not only a state symbol is generated but additionally
a statechart symbol and a link between these two symbols. This is due to the fact
that the hierarchy symbol (the parallel symbol as well) is used as a help symbol: it
6In the UML [30] this situation is called a more esoteric case.
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Fig. 20. Insertion of a hierarchical composition and a state.
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Fig. 21. Insertion of two transitions.
denotes the sub-statecharts. A further reason is given by the dependencies imposed to
an alphabet: the links must be acyclic.
After the insertion of a hierarchy symbol (together with a statechart and a state
symbol), we insert a further state symbol by applying the rule in Fig. 15(b) with state
name U; we map z:SC to the just inserted symbol 2:SC. The result is presented by
Fig. 20.
So far, we have inserted all the states occurring in the diagram shown in Fig. 1(a),
we now insert a transition symbol by applying the rule shown in Fig. 18. Therefore,
we map z2:SC to 2:SC, x:State to 3:State, z3:SC to 2:SC, y:State to 4:State and give
the transition name d. Then, we apply the rule again: we map z3:SC to 2:SC, x:State
to 2:State, z3:SC to 2:SC, y:State to 3:State and give the transition name a. These
steps yield the diagram shown in Fig. 21.
We have to apply the rule in Fig. 18 twice in order to obtain the diagram shown
in Fig. 1(a). Although these last steps are omitted, it is obvious that the layout of the
statechart generated using the grammar corresponds to the diagram in Fig. 1(a), and
moreover, it is obvious that the presented visual grammar is suFcient for the generation
of statecharts.
During the presentations in Sections 3 and 4, we have pointed out that in the GENGED
approach there is a clear distinction between the abstract and concrete syntax. The
abstract syntax is essential for a formal presentation and manipulation of diagrams,
but this formalism can be hidden from both kinds of users. Furthermore, we have
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demonstrated that the GENGED approach is suFcient to de*ne a VL (mainly7) visually
such that also common user requests concerning the concrete syntax are satis*ed. So
we may have a look to similar approaches in the following.
5. Related work
In the literature one can *nd many approaches for specifying VLs and creating
editors for them [27]. This is the reason that a lot of classi*cation systems exist [32,9]
resulting in a diFculty to make a decision for the best approach. Such a decision
depends on the purpose of the approaches, e.g., whether a visual or textual de*nition
of a VL is in the fore, or which kind of editing mode (freehand or syntax-directed
editing) is supported in a Graphical Editor, or—if available—which kind of internal
representation model is used.
Most tools for creating freehand editors analyze diagrams directly and avoid to create
an internal representation model like a graph [28]. No internal model is taken into
account, for example, in VISPRO [37], PENGUINS [10], and VLCC [12]. VLCC employs
positional grammars and an LALR(1)-like parser. Moreover, in [13] extended positional
grammars are introduced such that this approach is no longer restricted to context-free
grammars. In PENGUINS constraint multiset grammars and a Prolog-like parser are used,
whereas in VISPRO special graph grammars and a graph parser are taken into account.
However, in VISPRO the set of VLs is restricted to diagrammatic VLs, i.e., symbols
can be connected by lines and arrows only.
Possibly, freehand editing is desired in a Graphical Editor because a user can create
and modify diagrams unrestrictedly; but these diagrams may contain errors.8 In contrast,
syntax-directed editing provides a set of editing commands which transform correct
diagrams into other correct diagrams; but the user is restricted to these commands. In
[1] an integration of both kinds of editing modes is proposed, but it is not implemented
yet. The idea of combining both editing modes is now captured in the DIAGEN approach
[28]. Additionally, an internal representation model is taken into account as it is done
by KOGGE [15], and by PROGRES [33].
PROGRES [33] uses graph grammars for syntax speci*cation and supports syntax-
directed editing in a Graphical Editor. The abstract syntax of a VL can be speci*ed
using means of graphs, but it is not possible to use the VL vocabulary as it is pro-
vided by GENGED. In KOGGE, several formalisms are integrated for syntax speci*cation:
extended entity-relationship (EER) descriptions are provided, A further Graph Spec-
i5cation Language allows for the description of language properties that cannot be
de*ned only by an EER. The editing commands of a syntax-directed Graphical Editor
are described by statecharts, however, actions are speci*ed by Modula-like programs.
In contrast to KOGGE, GENGED provides one formalism for syntax speci*cation. In
DIAGEN, hypergraphs are taken as internal model, and hypergraph grammars are used
7In GENGED, the attribute symbols and the constraints are textually de*ned.
8The discussion whether error detection is suFcient without having an internal model is out of the scope
of this article.
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for the speci*cation of VLs. DIAGEN makes a clear distinction between the abstract and
the concrete syntax, and moreover, DIAGEN captured the ideas mentioned in [1] and
provides both editing modes. However, the speci*cation of a VL is done textually.
6. Conclusion
In this article we proposed GENGED for the visual de*nition of VLs, and the gen-
eration of graphical editors for VLs speci*ed. So we distinguish VL-speci*cations and
VL-diagrams which can be derived by applying grammar rules to a given start dia-
gram. Furthermore, we distinguish two syntactical levels, namely, the abstract syntax
(the logical meaning) and the concrete syntax (the layout) for all constituents.
GENGED is completely based on graph transformation and graphical constraint solv-
ing. The power of graph transformation allows us to de*ne context-sensitive VLs and
moreover, we are able to de*ne advanced syntactical checks like unique state names
in a statechart. The de*nition of the statechart language shows how to use GENGED
and that it provides many possibilities. GENGED is already used for the de*nition of
several VLs like class diagrams and sequence charts (well-known from the UML) as
well as Nassi-Shneiderman diagrams. Moreover, in [3] we speci*ed a kind of a Petri-
net language and proposed how to de*ne behavior and step-wise animation for a certain
(domain-speci*c) application. It is conceivable that the ideas concerning behavior and
animation can be applied to the statechart speci*cation, too.
Up to now, the GENGED environment supports syntax-directed editing in both, the
Grammar Editor as well as in the Graphical Editor. In the Grammar Editor alphabet
rules are automatically generated from the alphabet the language-designer has de*ned.
These alphabet rules are the language-speci*c editing commands for the visual de*ni-
tion of a visual grammar. From the VL-de*nition (alphabet and grammar), GENGED
generates a VL-speci*cation which is the input of the Graphical Editor where the gram-
mar rules provide the language-speci*c editing commands. In this way, GENGED o>ers
one formalism for both, the de*nition of VLs and the VL-speci*c Graphical Editor.
In general, syntax-directed editing is not always desired but freehand editing or a
combination of both kinds of editing modes as it is supported by DIAGEN. We just
extended GENGED, namely we allow for freehand editing in Graphical Editors, where
we make use of the AGG parsing features [5]. A further direction concerns the coupling
of tools, namely, graph transformation tools with di>erent purposes. The coupling can
be realized via XML, the extensible exchange format such that, for example, other
tools can use GENGED for the visual speci*cation of VLs, whereas from the GENGED
point of view other tools can be used, for example, for code generation or veri*cation
purposes. A direct coupling via interfaces is already proposed in [4].
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